TEACHING WITH TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE
Meeting – 12:15 Thursday, October 26, 2017
EPC 304C

Minutes

Me, Norah, Scott, Regina, Sherry, Martin, Julie

NEW BUSINESS
1. Library support of online classes (interactive tutorials in Canvas Commons) – Norah
2. Winterim online courses
3. CU-OER Cooperative
4. Canvas
   a. Pricing
   b. Plagiarism detection: Turnitin
   c. Hopining to integrate both Starfish and Taskstream
   d. Training Saturdays 10/28, 11/4; more over winter break
   e. Conferences: FRC will embed WebEx link if you want it; looking into Spark (a better product)
   f. Are there Exemplary courses in Canvas that faculty can examine? Dave will check
5. Starfish: Kudos comment requirement has been turned off
6. BbM: keeping for another year
7. ITAC: working on getting charter approved
8. Adobe Creative Cloud: on hold until next year, but on all iMacs in IT labs
9. Qualtrics: maybe next year; looking into QuestionPro

Next Meeting – 12:15 Thursday, November 30, in EPC 304C